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EAST LAS VEGAS,

TW01KEJUR0RS
ARE ADDED TO

THE LIST

NEW
New

YORK 8TOCK EXCHANGE
17. The
York, Nov.
more
confident spirit which was shown In
the stock market yesterday continued to influence trading today.
The
demand expanded and near the morn- ins 'he list advanced steadily. Al
the buying was heaviest
though
among the speculative stocks, gains

NEW MEXICO,

FRESH EGGS LIKE
HIGH

PRICED

JEWELS

LEASED WIRE TELEORAPH 9ERVICE

FRIDAY,

NOVEMBER

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, NOT. 17. Better weather
prospects in the Argentine led to selling pressure here today in the wheat
market. The. opening was the same
as last night to
lower. May start-- j
ea at
to 100, unchanged to
off and descended to 100. The

100,

17,

1911.

7 Hi

da: I. y

UAXJA.

Hot
Air"
Often is
More Effective Than
"Straight Goods"

CITY EDITION

ADMINISTRATION

REFUSES TO GO ALONE.
Because, as Bhe alleges, her husband told her to "go to hell" and

A REVOLUTION

IN

threatened her life at various times.
Mrs. Maria Baca de Aragon has filed
suit In the district court for a divorce from Florenclo Aragon.
The
couple were married in Las Vegas In
1909.
They ceased living together
March 27 of this year. Mrs.
Aragon
asks for a divorce and the custody
NEWSPAPERS OF CHINA ASSERT of her minor child as well as aliWASHINGTON IS INFORMED THAT
YUAN WILL NOT REMAIN
mony.
She prays further that her
U OUTBREAK IS TO OCCUR
husband be restrained from interfer
IN OFFICE LCNG
IN A FEW DAYS
ing with Tier. Mrs. Aragon demand..
he ownership of 19 chickens, which
ACCUSE HIM OF INSINCERITY she says were given her at the tinw
TROOPS REMAIN ON BORDER
of her marriage, and some of her
which she alleges her husSAY HE PURPOSELY FORMED A clothing,
GOVERNMENT
band will not return to her.
WILL HAVE MEN
MINISTRY THAT WOULD REREADY FOR

OF PREMIER

MEXICO

BRIEF

IS

close was easy, with May
a loss of
net
Drenched fields made corn "firm.
to
May opened
higher at 65
to 65
and receded late to 65. The
close was steady at 65 cents
for
under last night.
May, 1
Oats were swayed entirely by corn.
May started a shade to
up at 50
to 50
but fell back to
The entire list of provisions turn
THE STATE HAS EXHAUSTED ALL
Bullish enthusiasm grew with the THAT WAS REASON ADVANCED ed weak.
First trades actions were
BUT FIVE OF ITS PEREMPBY PRESIDENT OF EGG AND
upward march of prices. Extensive
a shade to 7 cents lower with Mav
PROMPT ACTION
TORY EXCUSES.
BUTTER BUREAU.
baying by the important speculative
delivery $16.90 to $16.95 for pork;
FUSE TO SERVE
UP TO HARVESTER TRU8T
SHOULD WAR 8TART.
interest
the impression
proved
to $9.6ft for lard and $8.72
$.957
Washington, Nov. 17. The next
that large lines which had been sold
to $8.75 for ribs.
move looking to the
DEFENSE IS MORE FORTUNATE
MAY
A
IT
BE
BIG BLUFF
voluntary disinhigher up were being replaced. Uni
Closing quotations for the day were IS ONLY A STEPPING STONE tegration of the International Har- NO INTERFERENCE TOLERATED
ted States Steel touched 65
which
as follows: fe Wheat, Dec. 95; May
vester company rests with that cor
of the high BUREAU IS IN TROUBLE WITH 100
CAN STILL OBJECT TO ELEVEN brought it to within
.
Com Dec. 64; May 65. PRESENT GOVERNMENT
The negotiations between
poration.
MAY
est figure reached since the collapse
IF SUCH
MORE TALESMEN
Oats, Dec. 47; May
the parliament of justice and the com UNITED STATES WILL PUNISH
THE GOVERNMENT AND MAY
Pork,
to 50 last month. A block of 8,500
LEAD TO SOMETHING BETPERSONS WHO INCITE TROUJanuary $16.47.
BECOMES NECESSARY.
Lard, January
pany have been temporarily suspendBE GETTING EVEN.
shares was purchased at 64. ImTER THE PEOPLE HOPE
$9.40. Ribs, January $8.60.
BLE IN SISTER REPUBLIC.
ed, pending action by officials of the
provements were fully as large in va
harvester
trust
the
upon
de,
17.
Two rious other influential stocks. AmerLos Angeles, Cal., Nov.
Chicago, Xqv. 17. Fresh eggs in
FEDERATION ASKED FOR AID.
more jurors, making five in all, were ican Smelting was up 2M,
renins, imov. i. unina s first ex partment's objections to the plan of
Washington, Nov. 17. Danger of an
Reading 3 Chicago today were like jewels beyond
Nov. 17. The resoluGa.,
Atlanta,
with a constitutional cabi dissolution submitted by the represen- other well organized and
periment
sworn in the McN'amara murder trial and Union Pacific )Vt,
so the butter and egg
At
least
price.
formidable
Amalgamated
tion to appropriate $50,000 for the de- net nominated
tatives of the company.
by Chinese doeflnot
today. They are J. B. Sexton, a re Copier 2
movement
revolutionary
in
Mexico
and Northern Pacific 2K. board here would have the public
of
fense
the McXamaras was intro- promise much
.
has caused the suspension of return
tired farmer, and William J Andre. i tonus were
except as a stepping
duced In the A. F. of L. convention by stone to
strong, iast sales were
to their home stations of the Ameria
something more permanent
"There are not enough fresh eggs
carpenter.
as follows:
Amalgamated Copper
Delegate A. .1. Gallagher of California, The newspapers are not enthusiastic MR. ROOSEVELT
DOES
can
The state excused Talesmen Ar- 61; American Beet
to
troops sent into the border couninto
make
coming
Chicago
price ten minutes before midnight, the last
Sugar 117; Atand express the opinion that the ad
thur Gribbllng, William Brunner and chison
try
the Madero revolution.
Presisaid
during
worth
while,"
quotations
Great
Northern 128;
hour at which resolutions could be of107;
The attitude of the United States is
Clark McClain. The defense excused New York
ministration of Premier Yuan Shi Kai
dent M. W. Bell of the butter and egg fered. It was
NOT KNOW
ALL
Central
Northern
referred
to
committhe
108;
one of apprehension of further trouble
will be brief. Some of those select
Brewster C. Kenyon, A. C. Heath, T.
Pacific 120; Reading 152; South- board. "We cannot place a value on tee on president's report. It is reH. Elliott and Jacob Lansing. The
ed
as
ministers
if
aren't
fresh
have
there
which
against, which every precaution is to-bdeclin
any,
already
eggs
ern Pacific 114; Union Pacific
garded as almost certain that it will ed to serve.
defense has now eleven and the state
taken to insure the strictest neuSTATEMENT MAtDE BY CHAIRMAN
seems to be the condition. If we
piecipitate a big fight on the floor.
174; United States Steel 63; Uni- named a
five peremptory challenges left.
OF
THE
trality.
HOUSE
would
to
in
it
exists
have
some
Suspicion
STEEL
TRUST
quotation,
quarters
ted States Steel, preferred 109.
It is reported here that a serious
Counsel for both sides were in conbe an ideal one. What would be the
that Yuan deliberately constituted a
COMMITTEE.
situation
sultation long before court opened
case
in
were
fresh
a
undoubtedly is developing
continuation of which
eggg
price
government,
being QUESTIONS SINCERITY
concerning the men they would
he knew to be impossible.
brought in? I can't say." Quotations
Washington, Nov. 17. Chairman in Mexico. Recent reports of disturbDELEGATES ATThe peremptory challenging
on the two highest grades of newly
Stanley of the house steel trust in ances in various parts of the repubOF PACKERS' BONDSMEN
process was begun by the state, which
gathered eggs, "extras" and "prime
vestigating committee, had a confer- lic at first were regarded as based
excused Arthur Gribbling. The deDISTRICT COURT WILL ence today with President Taft, after on not more than the ebullitions of
TEND THE MEETING firsts," have been suspended and the
fense then eliminated Talesman Elwhich he made a statement regarding half trained soldiers who found It
butter and egg board will take action
District Attorney
liott. Assistant
tomorrow on a resolution to discon- SPECIAL COUNSEL FOR GOVERN
President Roosevelt's editorial difficult to return to ways of peace.
BEGIN NEXT MONDAY former
MENT SAYS HABEA8 CORPU8
Now, however, reports are reachin the Outlook on the government
Ford called the name of William TWENTY-SIXT"oron
tinue
"firsts"
and
quotations
ANNUAL SESSION
APPLICATION LOOK8 BAD
ing
Washington from various sources
of
the
vote
Brunner. Attorney Darrow checked
United
If
States
the
firsts."
is
confirm
Steel
prosecution
dinary
OF N. M. E. A. IS A TREindicating that there is danger of anwill mean that there will bfl
it
corporation.
off Jacob Lansing). There was a pause
ative,
SESSION
BE
AS
WILL
SHORT
MENDOUS SUCCESS
ONE,
"I doubt that any one man," said other revolution which may absorb
Chicago, Nov. 17. James Sheean,
no prices from Chicago on eggs oi
as the state stopped. Then the deBUT ONE WEEK 18 AVAILMr.
the
counsel
for
government,
special
McLain
Stanley, "will make up the mind within jt the lesser and sporadic disand
both
excused
Clark
as
cold
fense
storage and refrigABLE FOR TERM.
While the proceedings of the New any sort,
of the American people as to the good orderly bnnds in various parts of the
before Judge KuisWat in the United
erator eggs are not quoted.
Hrewster C. Kenyon, leaving in the Mexico
Educational
association,
or evil of the steel corporation. 1 be- - republic.
The Chicago butter and egg board States circuit court today, ratted the
box to be sworn J. B. .Sexton, O. J.
Monday morning at 10 o'clock the lievfi
is now in session in Santa Fe,
which
that there are a great many
is Just now defendant in the federal question of sincerity on the part of
Andre and C. A. Heath, in addition to
are of great interest to Las Vegas court
Texas Rangers Watchful.
in the surrender of the In regular November term of the district facts in the case which Mr. Roosevelt
sureties
in
the
which
the three permanent jurors obtained
gov
proceedings
court for San Miguel county will be
because this community 1b ernment
dicted
people
Austin,
Texas, Not. 17. Two comlast
does
not
Chicago
know.
Monday.
packers
I
doubt
that Henry
earlier.
alleges conspiracy to unduly
when they originated the present de convened by Judge Clarence J. Rob- C. Frick and Elbert H. Gary made Mr. panies of Texas Rangers today were
there 'by a large number put up the
presented
of
fresh
and
eggs,
prices
erts. Owing to the fact that Judge
The excusing of McLain by the of its teachers and
bated habeas corpus proceeding.
students, the
Roosevelt their father confessor with ordered to the border with instrucslate and of Kenyon by the defense greatest interest hinges upon the re- otherwise.
tions to prevent any activity in Texas
An attorney for the packers, in his Roberts will be obliged to attend the perfect candor."
session of the supreme court
and the failure of the defense to ex- sult of the annual contest of the New
Mt. Stanley said the Sherman anti toward starting a revolution in Mex- -'
argument, quoted the president on the regular
cuse Andre were the surprises of the Mexico
Sherman act. He referred to last Jan- in Santa Fe on the following Monday, trust law was a competent statute Icq
Interscholastic
Oratorical HOW TO REDUCE HIGH
the session will be run through with but he
These movements were made after
situation. McLain, as a banker, is of
uary, when the president was quoted
believed it could be improved
association, which will be held in the
a conference between Governor Col
a class supposed by the defense to be Ancient
as
of the the greatest possible speed.
the
that
in
He
saying
injection
by
legislation.
supplementary
tomorrow
Las
City
evening.
for both the grand and dicated that
COST OF BASEBALL word "reasonable" into the Sherman The venireshave
particularly averse to any unsettled Vegas is to be
his conference with the quitt and Ranger Captain Hughes,
represented by two
summoned
been
by
who claims to have evidence thjt
juries
petit
conditions in business and to persons
act would involve the judiciary of the
related to that subject.
of her best orators.
Sheriff Secundino Romero to appear president
part of the preparations for a
who make them so. Kenyon was
in
disaster.
country
Miss Aurora Lucero will speak for
revolution are under way 'n
promptly on Monday morning. An
MINOR LEAGUE OWNERS BRING
thought to have been marked by the the Nodmal
collein
the
to complete the panels of both
University
effort
Texas.
DUCKS TO SUFFER.
state because of his expressed disapUP THIS QUESTION AT MEETNORMAL
LOST
TO
Thomas Truder
giate department.
If the ducks on the lakes in the juries before adjournment in the evenCaptain Hughes said he believed the
ING IN SAN ANTONIO.
proval of General Harrison Gray will
Las
the
represent
high
Vegas
outbreak was planned to take place
of Wagon Mound do not suf- ing will be made so that the work of
vicinity
Otis, publisher of the Times. His
in the high school section of
VARSITY 57 TO 0 within two weeks. With him at the
both bodies may be begun with no
varied investments, in the opinion of school
San Antonio, Texas, Nov. 17. How fer the loss of many of their number
club
contest.
Normal
to
The
the
glee
conference were Ranger Captains Fox
unconthe defense, might prove an
to reduce what minor league owners in the coming three days they can loss of time. Judge Roberts hopes
and Sanders, and members of th
scious influence and he was excused and members of the musical faculty consider the high cost of baseball con- thank their lucky stars. A party of complete the hearing of all important
for this reason. Andre, in his exam- cf the Normal will appear on the tinued today to be the most important huntsmen left today for the lakes criminal cases now pending before LOCALS WERE NO MATCH FOR state adjutant general's department.
FAST ALBUQUERQUE
TEAM
the court within the space of a week.
Fox and Sanders were ordered to
ination by the defense, said he was fa- program.
topic before the National Association armed with plenty of ammunition and
IN YESTERDAY'S
sessions will be held if necesGAME
The Educational association open of Professional Baseball
the
border after the conference,
Night
vorable to unions "if they keep within
with
in
Not
utensils.
leagues,
camping
supplied
twenty-sixt- h
annual
session
with men in the companies who
ed
its
sary.
along
sometimes
as
do,''
their rights
they
session here.
all the party left today as some will
Fortunately it is expected that not a
Outplayed in every point of the have been on detail here. From a
and expressed the belief that the yesterday morning with about 500
Second in interest probably are the not be able to start for the hunting
great deal of new business will be game the plucky football team of the heretofore reliable source, it waa
enrolled.
and
visitors
delegates
Times was dynamited.
reported attempts of major league grounds until tomorrow. When the
the grand jury. Good Normal University went down to de- learned that General Reyes, now at
The last few men of the seventh Speeches were made by President owners to purchase outright Southern party is complete the noses of the originated by
maintained in the feat yesterday afternoon at Santa Fe San Antonio, may be placed under
been
has
order
GovHofer
and
of
Tucumcari
clubs for use in training good material following will be counted: Governor
venire were summoned to fill the va- Joseph
since the last term of the before the University of New Mex surveillance of Texas authorities.
county
cant places in the box. A. 1). Reameu ernor William J. Mills. Both addres- up to major league form.
William J. Mills, Colonel M .M. Pad- court
and there has been little crime. ico eleven from Albuquerque, to the
After a contest by five cities, Mi- gett, D. C. Winters,
was excused' for defense. W. H. May-no- r ses were excellent. Alvan N. White
Charles A.
should be able to tune of 57 to 0. The score tells the
was excused because of an un- of Silver City, who is believed to lwaukee today was selected as the Spiess. Dr. H. M. Smith, Hallett Rey- The grand jury
deliberations
its
by Friday story of the contest. Though the lo
complete
alterable opposition to capital punish- have been elected state superintend- next place of meeting of the National nolds, Dr. C. S. Losey, Ludwig Wiland be discharged. Several cal boys fought for every" inch, of CROOKED METHODS
evening
on
was
of
also
ent
a
of
Professional
Baseball
Association
instruction,
ment. William Nicholson,
public
grocer,
liam Ilfeld, Judge A. B. Fall, David persons indicted for various crimes
was accepted as to cause by the de- the program, as was Andrew B.Stroup leagues. The other cities withdrew. J. Leahy and George Curry.
ground the Varsity team plowed
are now in the county jail, rnese
USED DY KEGLLY
them, went around end, and
fense after a brief examination. It of Albuquerque, defeated candidate The association endorsed the holding
through
It is
will be given a speedy trial.
to
kicked
of an "annual umpire day," and of an
was said that Heath was excused be- for the same office.
Though
victory.
dropped
POSTAL BONDS AT PAR
not expected that the court will be
d
contest was
it afforded1
cause of an idea held by John J.
Today was spent in the reading of annual "play grounds day."
Washington, Nov. 17. The trus- able to take up any of the cases on the
for
crowd of MASTER OF WASHINGTON STATE
a
amusement
brother of the defendant, papers and the transaction of imlarge
tees of the postal savings bank to- the civil docket. District Attorney
GRANGE ACCUSED OF SECURof
in
of
the county
from all parts
the state
business. Tomorrow the
thatj any man born
portant
day decided to announce their wil- Charles W. G. Ward will unite with teachers
ING ELECTION UNFAIRLY.
of
of
citizens
a
number
and
Kent, England, would not be the most teachers will go on a special train to
large
lingness to purchase from the public Judge Roberts in an effort to transact
an
WOMAN
to
MISSED postal savings bonds at par. This the business of the court with as the Ancient City. Several of the
favorable sort of a juror
Santa Clara from which place they YOUNG
try
Columbus, O., Nov. 17. Insurgents
Irishman. Talesman Nicholson was will be taken in carriages to visit the
last night
Normal boys returned
action was taken to maintain the much expedience as possible.
succeeded
today in getting the
A.
C.
cliff dwellings.
This trip will be
while the remainder and the coaches
accepted by the state and
HER CERTAIN CALLING parity of these bonds, the first sale
made
charges
against Master C. B,
a Methodist rancher, was made under the direction of Dr. Edbasto
a
enjoy
stayed in Santa Fe,
of which recently was made in New
state
Washington
even- Kegley, of the
of the
in
the
challenged and excused after he said ward L. Hewett, president
and
dance
ketball
game
York at the low rate of 98.5.
EUROPE GETS A
S. J. Hill,
Grange
of
by
he believed McNamara guilty and American School of Archaeology. To
ing. Sol Gallegos, the Normal's right James J.
CAPTURED WILD HORSE, SOLD IT
Hill, last August, read into
could not give him the presumption of visit these ruins many people come
was
out
second
the
laid
quarin
end,
AND 13 NOW UNDER ARREST;
innocence. The list of veniremen ran thousands of miles and the- New MexRUDE SHAKING UP ter of the game with a sprained lig- the minutes of the national grange.
A.
M.
E.
ELECTS
N.
SHOULD BE SHOW GIRL.
The charges are that Kegley is not
out at this point and court adjourned ico teachers are fortunate in being
ament in nis leg but will be out in a
resident of Washington and that he
until tomorrow.
football togs again ina few days.
able to view this historic portion of
Boise, Idaho, Nov. 17. Marian
had secured hiB election by unjustiNEW OFFICERS TODAY EARTHQUAKE DAMAGES
the new state and examine the rema handsome young woman of
fiable methods. Kegley and his friends
CASTLE AND SCARES
nants of an early civilization about 22, Is under arrest on the charge of
want the charges aired at once, beAGAINST PARCELS POST
which little is known except through being a daring and successful horse
HUNDREDS OF PEOPLE.
COFFEE GOES UP
that
machine methlieving
OF
CHOSW.
A.
CARLSBAD
POOR
Kansas City, Nov. 17. After rigor- the disclosures made by the shovels thief. It is
No satisfied with the records made ods used in fixing the
alleged that, unaided, she
jurisdiction of
EN PRESIDENT; ASPLUND REous debate, the
of the excavators. Most of the teach rounded up a large band of wild
leap the Idaho grange will be exposed.
Nov. 17. The earthquake already, coffee took another
Berlin,
ELECTED
SECRETARY
Commercial congress today adopted ers will remain n Santa Fe for the horses belonging, to a cattle company
last night, which was felt in a wide of three cents a pound. Butter Kegley lives in Idaho. The matter inthe reX)rt of the committee on re- oratorical contest tomorrow evening. in a lonely
part of Owyhee county, se
of continental Europe, severely and eggs will keep coffee company In volves action taken by National Masarea
solutions, declaring against states' They will return probably Sunday af-- lected the best horse of the band and
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 17. The
damaged the castle of Hohenzollern, a few days it is prophesied by the ter N. J. Batchelder of New Hamprights and the jarcels post. A. C. ternoon on train No. 10.
roped, threw and saddled him and New Mexico Educational association on the Zollerberg, near Hechingen. local dealers. For some time the shire,, in fixing Idaho's jurisdiction.
Trumbo of Muskogee,
was
Okla.,
rode him into Boise where she sold this noon selected Albuquerque as Statues were disfigured and great newspapers in the east have been
elected president.
the steed for $45.
the convention city next year and cracks appeared in the towers. The prophesying raises in these three
elected the following officers: W. A. Kingdom of Wuertemberg was shaken products but not until last night was
FIFTEEN MEN DROWN.
JOCKEY ALLEN KILLED.
Mrs. hard. In
Poor, of Carlsbad, president;
Quebec, Nov. 17. Fifteen of a crew
Ebingen 500 frightened per- the notice received to hoist the price
Norfolk, Va., Nov. ,7. Jockey Allen
NEW YORK MONEY
NEW YORK METAL
of eighteen men lost their lives last
George Dixon of El Rito, vice phesi-dent- ; sons spent the night around fires in of the coffee berry. Sugar and other is reported dead from injuries re
New York, Nov. 17. Call
money night when the Norwegian bark AnNew York, Nov. 17. Copper 12.40
Rupert F. Asplund of Santa Fe, an open field. Railway communica- staples are remaining the same but ceived when bis horse fell in the
Prime paper
Mexican tigua, was driven ashore at Martin
12.45; lead 4.354.40; silver 56; secretary, and R. W. Twining of Gal- tion with that place has been inter- many are wavering and will either steeplechase race at Jamestown todollars 46.
44.00.
tin 43.20
River, below here.
lup, treasurer.
rupted. The damage was widespread. go up or down within the next week. day.
ranging from one to three points
were recorded In every quarter. The
FIVE MEN HAVE NOW BEEN SE change from the heavy tone of the NO QUOTATIONS
ARE OFFERED
earlier part of the week was ascribCURED TO TRY M'NAMARA
ON HEN FRUIT IN CHICAGO
ed in part to cessation of the heavy-profi- t
MURDER CASE.
BY PRODUCE MEN.
taking sales. The views exRoosevelt on
pressed by
ARE
UTILIZED the trust question also were referred BECAUSE "THERE AIN'T ANY"
CHALLENGES
to as a factor in stimulating the

50.
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.
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one-side-
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son-in-la-

-

-

Kirlc-patric-
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Trans-MJississlp-

2;

44;

-

NOVEMBER

FRIDAY,

TWO

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER

10, 1911.

17, 1911,

can country Is shrouded in mystery. appeared from the public eye.
TELLS WHEN WATER BOILS
Regarding the founding of Santa
When the Spaniards arrived and began their explorations they found the Fe, the writer says that there is doubt Novel Alarm Arrangement Invented
a German for the Benefit
country inhabited by Indians, sav as to whether this was in 1605 or
-by
of the Cock.
ages, it is true, hut kindly disposed 1616. but he disposes finally of the
to the newcomers xintil the newcom- assertion that it was by Don Antonio
The secret of good tea lies in pour
ers' barbarity forced the natives to de Espaje, in 1583, or by Coronado
hot water over the leaves just as
ing
in
or
1540,
inhabitants
another
unnamed
These early
by
reprisals.
water has come to a boll. If the
the
In 1550.
have all but disappeared, the writer
water has had a chance to boll a
Affairs of New Spain went smoothly while, some of the air in it passes off
maintaining that the Pueblo Indians
of today are their descendants, de along. The settlement of the country and the taste of the tea is much inN"EW based by a mixture of blood. But beTWITCH ELL'S
increased, but the Indians were so ferior. Of course a cook cannot stand
COLONEL
the kettle waiting for the exof
was
race
a
there
the
fore
Pueblos,
oppressed that on August 13, 1C80, around
BOOK HAS RECEIVED FAVORact
Instant
the water comes to a
are
people here, and it is these that
they rebelled, killing more than 100
ABLE COMMENT IN EAST.
so a German Invented an alarm
SATURDAY
EVENING, 7:30 TO 9:30
so little known, the cave and cliff of the Invaders, including 21 mwsion-arles- , boll,
to tell just when that moment was
and putting the other inhabi- reached. Two metal arms extend out
The editorial reviews of Colonel IL dwellers. The writer asserts that they
Asiatic origin, a tants to flight. This revolt was) led
B. Twltchell's "Leading Facts of New were probably of
No. 36.
for their by one Pope, a native of much ability,
Another After Supper Sale for Saturday evening 7:30 to 9:30. This will be Sale
Mexican History," appearing in many people of high civilization,
sort
of
were
the
sciences
and
and he ruled supreme in the land un
of the metropolitan newspapers and arts
all that is
the builders of the pyra- til his death, in 1688, when he was
These Sales have become so well known and popular that the above statement is
periodicals of the east pronounce it possessed by
,
succeeded 'by Luis
Many
to be the definite history of the mids.
necessary.
What became of these people? The efforts were made to reconquer the
Southwest and the most reliable
be duYou all know these After Supper Sales offer unequalled values values which can not
work of the kind yet published in writer does but conjecture, as others country, but all failed until 1692, when
America. Exhaustive reviews of the have, but he believes that their pass- Don Diego de Vargas went through
plicated nor had at any other time.
first volume of the work have been ing was gradual, since there is noth- the recalcitrant natives. JChurches
It
crosses
exodus.
a
and
sudden
to
erected
the
Indicate
of
by
Spaniards,
ing
This week our items are especially good and we believe will interest most of you- Read them
appearing in the great newspapers
of the which had been destroyed were refailure
to
be
or
New
the
Sun
gradual
the
may
the east, notably
over and see if you can't save some money by visiting us Saturday evening.
Is built, and once more Spain reigned.
York, the Transcript of Boston, the water supply that their passing
, due; still, he points out, it is strange
So the time passed quietly again.
Republican of Springfield, Massacnu-settsand the Times of New York. It that there are so few human remains The population increased, but the opIs with great pleasure that The Optic found. This fact, he thinks, indicates pression of Spain increased also, uncremation. til Mexico threw oft the yoke of the
produces the review in the magazine that the people practiced
for their mother country and established a rereasons
or
the
York
up
New
Summing
Times,
the
section of
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NOTES OF LABOR WORLD.
and a little salt. Mix with milk
Sir William White is one of the
a result of the widespread stead of water
Pope's household, usually a monslg-nore-,
most
celebrated engineers and naval
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to
an
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convey
ablegate
movement for reform in dealing with
architects of the world. After comnew member of the Sacred college
ten
ir.dustrial injuries,
states have
pleting his studies at the Royal
the zuccetto, or skull cap, the red North Carolina has 125,000 cotton this year passed laws providing acSchool of Naval Architecture he Joinmill
authorizoperatives.
documents
the
and
cident compensation for Injured emberetta,
ed the constructive
department of
The cotton industry of England em- ployes, and six states, for the first
ing the investiture of the new prince
In 1867. As diBritish
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men.
admiralty
women
than
more
many
ploys
the
beretta.
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of the church
t'tne In America, now require the re
of
which
rector
naval
railof
construction,
number
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In
the total
But as regards Cardinals Palconlo,
porting of several well 'defined occuto
1885
office
he
held
from
1902,
he
was
this
in
road
country
have
employes
they
Farley and O'Connell,
pational diseases and industrial poipractically reconstructed the British
Last year the total was
been summoned before the pope in 874,558.
sonings.
v
Kerosene will make boots or shoes navy. With the exception of the late
person, which is the procedure usual-l- 1,451,000.
The percentage of deaths from tuThe Milwaukee Merchants and berculosis among all workers expos hardened by water soft and plfable as Lord Kelvin, Sir William White is
followed only in the case of a new
new.
the only Briton who has received the
cardinal who resides near Rome. This Manufacturers' association is to es- ed to breathing air containing metalPlace a deep skillet over irons John Fritz medal.
art ion on the part of the pontiff has tablish a permanent free employment lic dust is 36.9 per cent; to mineral when they are
heating. They will reled to the supposition that all of the bureau.
dust, 28.6 per cent; to vegetable liber tain the heat longer.
JUST TRY A TEN CENT
The Labor Temple association, cap dust, 28.8 per cent; to mixed animal
eremonies In connection with the
Boiled starch is made smooth and
BOX Or CASCARETS
elevation of the three American pre- italized at $50,000, has been formed and other forms of dust, 32.1 per effective by the introduction of sperm,
to build a home for organized labor tent, aad to organic dust or dust salt or gum arable dissolved.
lates will take place in Rome.
Old painr stains may be removed Insures you for months against a
In each of the tKree previous in- in Chicago.
coming- from the articles being man from cloth
Sick Headache, Biliousness, Conby covering the spot with
CeThe American Brotherhood of
stances of the creation ot an Ameriufactured by them, 23 per cent.
olive oil or butter, then applying chlostipation or a Bad Stomach.
can cardinal the ceremony of confer- ment Workers, at its recent annual
roform.
Put
aside Just once the Salts,
meet
dto
If dirt seems to settle under the Cathartic Pills, Castor Oils or
ring the scarlet hat has been per- session in Chicago, decide
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
purgaeconand
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In
for
XTnited
States.
in
expediency
unbiennially
nails
the
formed
rub pulverized pumice stone
Your druggist will refund money If
tive waters which merely force a
was
omy.
cs ja of Cardinal McCloskey, who
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any der them with an orange stick and passageway
through the bowels, but
While the average time for organ- case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or wash with warm water?
the first American prelate to be addo not thoroughly cleanse, freshen
be
fresh
and
may
Parsley
8.87
kept
hours
mitted to membership in the Sacred ized labor. In Missouri, is
Protruding Piles in fi to U days. 50c. green for several days if it is
put In and purify these drainage or alimen
In St. Louis
College, the ceremony took place in a day, there are 94 locals
a covered earthen Jar in a cool place. tary organs, and have no effect whatIt is questionable which is worse
It will last longer than In water.
the cathedral in New York City. Car the members of which work only
ever upon the liver and stomach.
To scald mllk put the mllk in a pan
the slander of an enemy or the tale- dinal Gibbons, the second American eight hours a day.
Keep your inside organs pure and
FranThe label section ot the San
wearing friend. The combined efforts or double boiler, stand in a pan of fresh with Cascarets, wnlch thorcardinal, was also delegated by the
of- cisco Iabor council
will
of both, too often kill the joys of else boiling water over the fire. When the
pope to receive the insignia of his
oughly cleanse the stomach, remove
mllk begins to steam it is scalded.
Shoa
and
Boot
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International
the
sweet days and nights.
the
and
with
United
States,
fice in the
To
renew
clean
and
shine of leather the undigested, sour and fermenting
silver jubilee of his priesthood, in Workers' union in giving a big union
brush off first all dust. Then food and foul gases, take the excess
chairs,
rub well with a mixture of three bile from the liver and carry out of
the historic old cathedral In Balti label show in one of the loca
If longevity depends upon keeping-th- parts benzine and one of sweet oil.
the system all the decomposed waste
more, Cardinal Gibbons was installed
Kansas City's board of public we
Steel, when rusty, may be cleaned matter and poisons in the Intestines
mind at peace with itself and all
primate of the Catholic church in
America b his venerable friend, fare had $125,000 to spend during Us men how about the octogenarian by giving the article a good coating and bowels.
of sweet oil, leaving It for a few days
A Cascaret tonight will make you
Archbishop Kendrick, of St. Louis first, year, 1910, and this year has who lost his mind at half-pas- t
and then rubbing it with unslaked
1
a
free
al
over
has
was
It
$200,000.
the
who
legal
papal
Cardinal Satalli,
feel great by morning. They work
lime.
It's a good scheme to keep a long while you sleep never gripe, sicken
crochet needle In the bathroom to and cost only 10 cents a box from
draw out threads or hairs from the your druggist Millions of men and
waste pipes, which stop the outflow of women take a Cascaret now and
water.
then and never have Headache, Bilcoated tongue, Indigestion,
iousness,
To Bottle Peas.
Sour Stomach or Constipated bowels.
Oreen peas that are to be bottled
should be gathered on a dry day and Cascarets belong in every household.
only peas that are perfectly sound Children love to take them.
should be used. Shell them carefully
NOTICE BY PUBLICATION
and dtp them In boiling water In which
a spray of mint has been soaked. Aft-- I Territory of New Mexico
er blanching, dry the peas and put
In the District Court.
them into wide necked bottles with
County of San Miguel
mint and salted boiling water. Cover Guadalupe
Delgado de Ulibarri
the bottles and put them, wrapped in
Plaintiff,
wa-of
I
a
water. Bring the
hay, in pan
vs.
Case No. 7347.
ter slowly to the boil and allow the
peas to cook gently for an hour and a Reymundo Ulibarri,
half. Set the pan aside till the peas
Defendant.
are quite cold, then lift the bottles
You, Reymundo Ulibarri, the deout and lay them on a damp cloth in fendant in the above entitled cause
a warm place. Hermetically seal the of
action, are hereby notified that
bottles, dry them carefully and store an action for
divorce has been comtill required.
menced against you In the District
Court for the County of San Miguel
Frlcaieed Beefsteak.
Take a round steak and cut ii nto and Territory of New Mexico, by the
small pieces about two Inches so'.:are; above named plaintiff, wherein an
roll each piece In flour, sprinkl salt absolute divorce is sought on the
and pepper over all and put intc fry- grounds of abandonment and deser
ing pan with plenty of lard or butter. tion and that said plaintiff be given
Put Into oven and brown as you would
a roast, turning pieces a few times the care and custody of the lmnor
Then add water and cook either in children; that unless you enter or
Cottolene is made. It is a pure product,
cotton fields of the
The snow-whit- e
oven or on stove for an hour and a cause to be entered your appearance
half or two hours. Thicken the gravy in this cause on or before the 30th
packed in a cleanly way with patent
SunnySouth are the source of Cottolene.
and serve.
day of December, A. D. 1911, Judgair-tiginIt is a vegetable product, without an
top pail, to prevent the
ment will be taken against you by deSpiced Salmon.
vasion of dirt, dust and germs. It is
fault.
ounce of hog fat in its make-up-.
Place in the dish the liquor from a
Plaintiff's attorney is Charles W.
more economical than butter or lard
From Cotton Field to Kitchen human
two
can of salmon,
tablespoons but- G. Ward, whose office and
postofnee
ter, two tablespoons lemon juice, four
because it goes one-thir-d
farther.
hands never touch the oil from which
f
of water,
teaspoon cloves, address are Las Vegas, New Mexico.
WILLIAM B. STAPP,
pinch of cayenne. When it begins to (Seal)
Made only by THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
boll add the salmon, salt to taste and Clerk of the District Court, San Mboil a few minutes. Serve on toast or
iguel County, N. M.
crackers.
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socialists. With an Insurgent ticket
m me mmU nexi year me socialist
vote may be reduced, hut me socialPUBLISHED BY
will be in existence nevertheless,
ists
CO.
PUBLISHING
THE OPTIC
if not very much in evidence, and
(Incorporated)
that Is the fact that must not be elimEDITOR inated from consideration.
M. M. PADGETT
it is this disguised socialism that is
both vicious and dangerous, for large
numbers of voters who would not
lend their approval to avowed social- Entered at the Post office If East ism will vote for politics which con- b..i. New Mexico, for transmis- tain the very essence of socialism,
sion (hi .Ugh the United States Mails and at the very best they will vote
as secoi u class matter.
against men and against policies op- posed to the sinister radicalism that
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is imperiling the stability of our in- ESTABLISHED
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GKOWTU OF SOCIALISM
tMore
huu Uie politicians are viewing the :apid increase in the socialist
vote with concern. Thoughtful people all over the country are becoming
anxious as to the probable outcome
of the steady gains which are being
made by the opponents of the established order of things which has existed for almost a century and a halt
of national existence. From an in- onsiderable fraction of the voters,
i
equiring petitions to get their tickets
liefore the electorate, the socialists
Imve become a factor to be reckoned
iith in national elections themselves,
in sixteen year! the socialist vote in
iue nation (few from 20,000 in 1892,
when the part placed its first presi- 'ii ntial ticket In the field, to almost
600,000 in the last election for president Between 1892 and 1901 the
vote had grown from 20,000 to more
than 400,000, and the gain in 1908
over the vote for Debs four years before was equal to the total vote cast
for the party's first presidential candidate. Congressman Berger predicts
vote of 2,000,000 next year. While
the predicted vote of 1,000,000 for
1908 was cut in half by the actual returns, yet a similar reduction would
double the vote in 1912 as compared
with 190S and leave the party with
the record of casting in 1912 a vote
fifty times as large as the vote cast
.twenty years before.
The recent municipal elections in
various states are sinister in their
bearing on the prophecies of the socialist leaders. In Ohio alone almost
a dozen socialist mayors were elect- ed. Several were elected in Pennsylvania and big gains were made in
New York and other large cities,
while scattered all over the country
are socialist municipal officials. This
showin : is made despite the fact that
many thousands of those socialistic-allinclined must have voted for in- i
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right kind of a blow between a
drowning man's eyes when rescuing
him, and how to get him to shore
make women adept In
afterward;
methods of resuscitation, etc. The
league now has three hundred members and among its instructors are
some of the best swimmers in the
country.

later discovered by accidental
with a farm hand's hoe,
makes the experiment a decidedly
risky one, he avers. Others deprecate the innovation on the ground
that it would destroy another of the
few remaining pastoral themes beloved by poets, that of the man be
hind the plow.
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He returned with a wagon the new lense the pictures will be
cents.
If the tests now being carried on disappearance of the Bacchanalian
sold on the the full size of the curtain.
Fireman C. Wells is reported to be load of apples which he
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and a half
and
two
at
here
streets
the vicinity of New York City prove heretofore brought them such a gol- sick and is laying off for several days, cents. He made a nice little profit
ST. LOUIS SPELTER
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successful a new and novel method den harvest.
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engine
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trip
(7H.27V6: Spelter 6.60.
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A serious and carefully organized or at the round house, is laying off price
well.
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sick.
rrlnw with agitation for a "safe and sane" bathslIniant the
Mr Sterrett says that while the
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The Inventor of the ing costume for women is on foot
dynamite.
of his beans was below early
average
V.
H.
and
Hanson
family
Engineer
scheme points out the inefficacy of here. An organization known as the
TOO LATE TO CLAS8IFY
estimates, still he feels pretty well
the former means of turning over the National
Life
Women's
Saving have left Las Vegas for a trip, in the satisfied. His corn turned out better
East.
soil in that its effect is Celt only to league, has been incorporated, among
than he was figuring on, so what he WANTED 50 good pullets five or six
o o
a very slight depth, while the blast- its objects being that of overcoming
months old. H. A. Harvey.
on beans he made up on corn.
lost
who
E.
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E.
Bailey,
Engineer
ing method breaks up the ground for the prejudices against the simple
111
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for
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agal
days,
form-fittin-g
e
a considerable area around and begarment such
The resultant as is now worn by men when disport- reported for duty.
low the firing point.
o o
fissures and cracklings, according to ing themselves in the water. They
J. D. North, after being ill
Fireman
his theory, render the tenacious sub- base their contention that a change
for several days, has reported at the
soils porous and sponge-like- ,
thereby from the present conventional bath- round house for
duty.
causing a conservation of moisture ing cotume is necessary on the fact
o o
This makes possible a greater and that it interferes with the freedom
D. W. Baughman has been oppoint-edeeper root development, and the of movement, and that the stays and
round house foreman to fill the vacrops not only become less suscep- other articles that go with it detract cancy made by the resignation of C.
of
tible to the hot dry spells and con- from the swimmer's enjoyment
R. Cober.
tinued droughts, but there is an in- the sport as well fts from her safety,
o o
crease in the size and yield of pro- to say nothing of her appearance. It
Walter Marcotte, who has been
ducts. The discharge also tends to is estimated by statisticians of the
working in the machine shops at the
It also breaks league that with the old style bathing round house, has received his appointdestroy soil insects.
Handled Exclusively in Las Vegas
dress the woman carries 30 pounds ment as apprentice.
up the hardpan or clay of the
giving a proper drainge. The of excess baggage in the form of
o o
by
treatment, it is said, will remain ef- water-soakeclothing. The fact that
Frank Baird, rodman on the engifective for five years. Whether the Ostend and other European resorts neer corps of this division of the
farmers will take kindly to this in have come to look with favor upon Santa Fe, has been transferred to San
costume is cit Marcial where he will occupy a siminovation is something of a question. the simple
According to the views of a local ed as an argument against the con- lar position.
Mexico's
the
horticulturist, the planting of sticks tention that it is overstepping
o o
of dynamite here and there over the bounds of propriety.
The league,
Messrs. Harris and Granger, memarea of one's property is a process however, has other plans in view. It bers of the engineer corps of the east
that would be accompanied with more will teach every man how to swim ern division, arrived last night in Las
Everyone recognizes
Superiority of these
or less hazard, and the danger of a at a cost that is purely nominal, it Vegaes and will join the surveyors of
brands Even our Competitors
charge occasionally missing fire, to will instruct women how to plant the this section.
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lt is very hard for the average
American to understand the trend of
events in China. That the empire is
in a turmoil of revolution; that certain cities such as Shanghai, Foochow
a .id Hankow are In the bands of the
revolutionists; that the revolt centers about the reigning house of the
Manchu dynasty, and that untold horrors accompany the progress of the
uprising, id about as far as ordinary
comprehension goes. There appears
to be an absence of sequence in the
raidly moving panorama oi events.
There are indications,
however,
that the tires of revolution were most
carefully kindled. The organization
of the movement was considerably
better planned than any other of the
many uprisings that nave kept China
in an almost constant state of bloodThe
shed for manly generations.
'fill limp party" is acting with a
spontaneity that argues complete success, but there are also indications
that the revolution has got beyond
the control of the brains behind it.
Peking alone of all the large cities
of the empire stands out against the
assaults of the rebels, but the siege
is on and it is only a question of
time, and probably a short time, be- fore it will fall. The government is
practically out of money, and without
that It cannot hope to resist long.
The latest dispatches tell of tne disaffection of the navy. Thirteen vessels of the imperial fleet have low- ered the flag of the dynasty and gone
over to the revolutionists. The mem- bers of the imperial household are
tor illght from the ancient cap- ital, but they are threatened on all
sides.
Out of this dreadful chaos, It is
hoped to reconstruct the government
on lines similar to those of our own
republic. The great mass of the Chinese people have no idea what all
this bloodshed means for them or for
their country. They are in revolt
because they are discontented and because the power of government is relaxed.
Until the present moment no
responsible head has developed who
could control the rioters with any
semblance of success. As has been
stated by a good authority, the revolutionists, lacking unity of command,
harmony of purpose and effective di
rection, are fighting) among them
selves, and unless a leader appears
with the ability to overcome these
conditions, the empire, after emanci
pating Itself from Manchu oppres
sion, win be swept into anarchy and
ruin.
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There is little danger from a cold
or from an attack of the grip except
when followed by pneumonia, and this
never happens when Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy is used. This remedy
bas won its great reputation and extensive sale by its remarkable cures
of colds and grip and can be relied
For
upon wth implicit confidence.
sale by all
ts.

Chtvr.es Ilfeld Company

one-piec- e

New
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the

November

17

to November 30

Thanksgiving Offerings at Bacharach's
YOUR CHOICE OF

All Goats, Suits and
I

at

72 inch Table Linen
$1.00 all pure Linen Damask, per yard 79c
$1.25 all pure Linen Damask, per yard 89c
$1.50 all pure Lined Damask, per yd. $1.19
$1.75 all pure Linen Damask, per yd. $1.39
$2.00 all pure Linen Damask, per yd. $1.49
$2.25 all pure Linen Damask, per yd. $1.79

1-

- 4 OFF

NONE HELD IN RESERVE

Table Linens, Napkins
64 inch Linen

....

85c jjood heavy Linen, per yard .
75c good heavy Linen,
per yard .
65c pure Linen
Regular 20 to 24 inch Napkins
$1.00 to $5.50
Your Choice at
1-,
5

69c
63c
4,gc
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WARS OFTEN ARE

RESULT OF

BOUQUET

FOR OPTIC

l'A

REAL DRESSER

FROM JOHN BROWN

Attorney Charles A. 8piess returned
last night from a short business trip
MAN WHOSE "BODY LIES MOULD
to Santa Fe.
The man who does the
ING IN THE GRAVE" ARISES
11
u. Hoover came in last night
weighing, the measuring
TO MAKE FEW REMARKS
from bis home in Estancia and spent
the man who knows how
and whythe man on
today here on business.
Evidently a subscriber of The Optic
whom everything depends.
Judge Clarence J. Roberts left tuts IN CHINA A SMASHED TEAPOT who sians himself "John Brown,"
Our responsibility is never
COST HALF MILLION LIVES;
afternoon for Santa Fe and will rehas arrived at the same conclusion
lost sight of for a moment
OTHER INSTANCES.
turn to Las Vegas Sunday afternoon.
as most of the unmarried men em
in prescription
F. L. Myers, division Kiitinrintnnri- filling. Every
ployed on this paper and believes
The history of warfare contains nuent of the Santa Fe, went north last
prescription leaving
our
Mips Mary Biggs to be good looking
store is faultless from any
night in his private car on a business merous examples of fcoutiicts that as well as
highly efficient. At any
have
standpoint that you may
trip.
originated
through trifling rate he is
trying to Induce The Optic
take. You may feel safe
Good Roads Engineer W R. Smythe causes. For instance, Turkey suffered
to import the lady to Las Vegas. This
and sure if we fill your
arrived last night from Tucumcari, greatly in a war with Venice. When
It what Mr. Brown has to say:
was
the
Venetian
ambassador
asked
prescription.
where he has been at work on the
Editor of The Optic:
state roads.
by the Turkish grand vizer to ratify
Dear Sir As a friend and subscrib
a
in
Moslem
the
treaty by swearing
Miss Louise Pugh came in this afwe would advise you by all means
er
ternoon from her ranch near Wagon fashion upon his beard and the heard
WINTERS DRUG CO.
io secure the
services of "Marv
of
the
he
Prophet!
declined, because,
Mound and will return home tomoras he said, "the Venetians wear no 'i"gs' for, if she can do
row evening.
ilredth part of what she claims, it
Phone Main
beards."
David Simon, brother-in-laof M.
rhis remark Was too much for the would wonderfully improve The Op
Bendix.
bookkeeper of Bacharach
who retorted angrily, "Nor do tic.
Brothers, arrived last night from his Turk,
JOHN BROWN.
an
exclamation which
monkeys!"
CARD OF THANKS.
home in Denver.
to tear up the treaty
caused
other
the
I desire to take this means of
E.
R.
Noyee, a cattleman of San
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
puband retire from the conference. The
licly expressing my thanks to the chez, returned today to his home afKansas
City, Nov. 17. Cattle, re
was
a
sequel
sanguinary conflict in
Triends and neighbors who so
kindly ter having been here several days which fell 30,000 Christians and four ceipts 1,000, including 200 southerns.
gave their assistance and sympathy looking after business affairs.
Market steady. Native steers $5.25
times that number of Turk.
James B. Duffy, general passenger
during the Illness and death of my
9.00; southern steers $4.noC25;
But the Turks were not the only
wife, Mrs. Grace Phillips, and also agent of the Santa Fe, pacsed through
ones to use blows instead of argu- southern cows and heifers $3.00
those friends who sent beautiful Ias Vegas yesterday afternoon, on
50; native cows and heifers $2.75
ments on the slightest provocation.
flowers Fred Phillips.
his way East from his headquarters
7.000; stockers and feeders $3.75
The emperors of China have ever
in San Francisco.
been famous in this direction, the rec- 5.76; bulls $3.25 4. 75; calves i$4.00
Engineer C. F. Alexander piloted
lieorge Hodges, Mra. D. R. Hodges ord instance being a war 250 years
7.25: western steers $4. 00 7. 00;
th big Mallet engine No. 1399 on a Miss Blanche Gqodall and Mrs. A
ago which began through the smash- western cows $3.005.00.
trip south yesterday afternoon pulling M. Kilsey arrived last night from ing of a teapot. This indispensable
Hogs, receipts 10,000. Market steaa fast freight. Road Foreman Lynch Rockford, 111., and will siend the household
article was looked upon by dy. Bulk of sales $6.106.55; heavy
has made several trial trips with this winter in Las Vegas..
its owner, a high dignitary of the $fi.,"06.60; packers and butchers
new type of engine with success.
0. H. Hall, traveling agent of the
court, as a priceless treasure, and con- $6.306.55; lights $5.30C45; pigs
Santa Fe Refrigerator Despatch, ar sequently it accompanied the great $4.255.50.
rived last night from his headquar man on his journeys.
Sheep, receipts 4,000. Market steaters in Ia Junta and was in Ijblb Ve
Muttons $2.754.00; lambs
It so happened that when he was dy.
gas today on official business.
traveling through the lawless prov- $4. 00 (fj 5.80; range wethers and yearis visiting Mr inces in the northwest of China some lings $3.004.75; range ewes $2.00
Mrs, C. S.
and Mrs. Chester Hunker
at their of his retinue were intercepted by a OS. 76.
home on the West side.
Mrs. Lob-- band of robbers, who found the teaineer's husband is judge of the court pot among the baggage and indig
of the first instance in Manila. P. I nantly flung it to the ground and
THE EXPLANATION.
W. C. Black, superintendent of the broke it. The matter was reported to
Seventh district of the Postal Tele the emperor, who was so indignant
One of the young doctor's first clilast night at his favorite's loss that he sent out ents was a fat girl. Her fatness
prapfa company, arrived
war
be weighed upon her, and she wanted to
fi om Denver on business with
punitive force and a long
George
a get rid of some of It. The
young docSmith, the local agent for the com gan which resulted in the death of
tor drew up a careful diet She was to
men.
milloin
half
pany.
the Innocent eat dry toast, plain boiled beef, etc.,
A bucket was once
H. A.
Johnson, general freight
war.
terrible
of
.sine hun- and to return In a month to report rea
cause
agent for the Colorado and Southern
of duction. At the end of the month
soldiers
a
of
FIUST
dred
ago
party
years
she could hardly get through the
passed through Las Vegas this afteras
noon on his private car, Colorado and Modena stole a bucket, apparently
doorway. He was aghast.
practical joke, from a public well
"Did you eat what I told youT" lie
Southern No. 902 'on his way from
it.
to
restore
in Bologna and refused
asked.
Denver to the coast.
an improvement
Fights thereupon took place between
"Religiously."
B.
S. Hauter, traveling represenGrandmother would
of the rival states and
His brow wrinkled itself. Suddenly
tative for Hart, Shaffner and Marx, the soldiers
Carted a war which devastated a he had an Inspiration.
Appreciate Jffinder&c&e,
clothiers, arrived last night from Chi. "Anything else?" he asked.
arge
part of Europe.
cago and was in
Vegas today
"Only my
came into the possession of
, ordinary meals." London
Algeria
visiting the- Boston Clothing house, France through a disagreement over Opinion '
made good home
the local agents of the firm.
a petty debt. The Bey of Algiers de
made hosiery in
No Room for Doubt.
Miateo Lujan, assistant territorial
manded immediate payment through
her day. It wasn't
The afternoon was warm, holidays
land commissioner, passed through the French consul, who asked for
approaching and the- teacher
this city last night on his way from lime to pay, and in reply was beaten were
very stylish, but it
was almost worn out In trying to
one rewore.
Clayton, where he has been looking and thrown into prison.
drum the elements of grammar Into
after business affairs, to his headA couple of days later a conflict was the wooden craniums of her pupils.
quality
deeming
"Now, Johnny," she said, wearily,
quarters in Santa Fe. Mr. Lujan's begun that continued for 20 years,
was length of days.
"'tell me would it be proper for you
a
home is in Ias Vegas.
half
more
than
time
which
during
But fflBhdeftftoae,
to say 'You can't learn me nothing?' "
million lives were sacrificed. Such
Johnny looked thoughtful for a moleft
have
no place
a calamity was surely unnecessary ment
and replied In a tone of convicfor so paltry a cause and the same tion:
for grandmother's
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK
is equally applicable to other
"Yes, mum."
Chicago, Nov. 17. Cattle, receipts remark
teaohar sighed.
The
wars.
vrear
months
four
fyufaoe't&oae
Beeves
Market
2,000.
slow, steady.
hosiery,
declared
was
Johnny?" she asked. "Tell
"Why,
Transvaal
1879
the
In
and the style and ht and finish are even
Texas steers $4.00io;
$4.4009.70;
me
why."
more marked than the wearing qualities.
of
salaries
the
a crown colony, and
5.70; western steers $4.307.30;
And now the answer came quick
The makers have gone to extreme
officials, both Dutch and British, were and
90
5.
75;
feeders
and
$2.
stockers
pat:
and
neatest
to
so
makeJjjJguJgSsagthe
number
the
pains
cut down. Among
" 'Cause yer can't!" said Johnny, tricows and heifers $1.905.75: calves
most durable hosiery that money can buy.
treated was a certain Paul Kruger, umphantly. Answers.
$5. 50 8. 25.
Especially look at our feather weights.
whose salary was reduced to $250 a
lalHhdwftc. come in a beautiful assort
Hogs, receipts 24,000. Market slow
WANTED IT TO LAST.
year. The loss of the money annoyed
ment of colors and in every size to fit
steady. Lights $5. 90 6. 57; mixed the Dutchman, who raised the standCome
and
misses
boys.
men, women,
$6.156.70;
$6.156.67; heavy
ard of revolt. As a consequence there
in and let the clerk explain the
rough $6.156.35; good to choice followed the Majuba Hill fight, years
of superiority over any hosiery
nffr.ri.r1 nt the Drice. Four pairs in a box.
heavy $6.356.70; pigs $4.506.00 of agitation, the Jamestown raid, and
One dollar. Four month's guarantee of
bulk of sales $6.406.60.
finally the great war, which cost
wear.
satisfactory
Market Britain more than one billion dollars
10,000.
Sheep, receipts
steady. Native $2.503.75; westren qnd the lives of 25,000 of her sons.
$2.fi53.70: yearKngs $3.754.S0;
The war between Sweden and Polambs, native $3.505.85; western land, which began in 1654, arose
$3.755.75.
through a supposed slight.
The king of Sweden suddenly discovered in a dispatch that his name
and titles were followed by only two
etceteras, while the king of Poland
was given three; result, declaration
of war. More disastrous in its sequel
was the throwing of a small stone by
a Huguenot child at the Duke of Guise
for it was the immediate cause of the
massacre of Vassy and of tne 30 years
war that followed it.
Mike Have yez any tloryforrn In
BUt the most curious war ever
the
house, Mary Ann?
occurred
in
waged over a little matter
Mary Ann Sure not, why do yez
the Sixteenth century. It was carried
want to know that, Mike.
on single handed for about six years
Mike Oi had a dream las; night.
between a bankrupt grocer of Berlin 01 thought thot Ol was rich
d was
and the Elector of Saxony. The Im- riding in automobiles and steam
mediate cause of the quarrel was the launches and whin Oi has anoi her one
,
arresting of two of the tradesman's Oi wants yez to give me some clory-formhorses in the elector's territory, he
being a subject of the Elector of
Mustn't Sample Cocktails.
Brandenburg.
'Twould take a man of mood sadata
he
to
adopted
redress,
get
Falling
And very far from merry
what was then a perfectly legal expe- To properly Investigate
A maraschino cherry.
dient, and declared formal war on the
was
realm of Saxony. The declaration
Simple Solution.
accepted In due form and the war beMrs. Gramercy I was days and
gan. The grocer burned farms and
days packing the trunks, and If those
even villages, employed mercenaries horrid customs inspectors toss the
STERILIZING OVENS
after the fashion of the times and things about I'll never be able to get
made himiself a terror of the district. them in again.
He finally was Influenced to stop
Gramercy I guess there won't be
hostilities by Luther, but was De- any trouble, my dear, after they're
seized all the things you're trying to
frayed into a further act of hostility
PHONE No, Z12 by treachery, and being captured, suf- smuggle In." Puck.
T, A. AKERS. Mgt
fered death ori the wheel.
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BROOCHES AND BELT PINS
VERY ARTISTIC
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Try an Ad, In The Optic's
"Want Columns"

CI

CHAS. LEWIS
Everything Made at Home.

Phone Main 104
$100 Reward, $100.
The readers of this paper will be

pleased to learn that there is at
least one dreaded disease that sci
ence has been able to cure in all Its
stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall's
Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure
now known to the medical fraternity.
Catarrh being a constitutional disease, requires a constitutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken
internally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease, and giving the patient strength by building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing
Rs work. The proprietors have so
much faith In its curative powers
that they offer One Hundred Dollars
for any case that it falls to cure. Send
for list of testimonials.
Address P. J. CHENEY & CO., To
ledo, O.
Sold by all Druggists. 75c.

Take Hall's Family Pills for con
stipation.

Stylish and

Up-to-d- ate

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
603 LINCOLN

and Children's
Coats, Suits and Dresses

Hoffman &
Graubarth

B

TAILOR FOR MEN

on Ladies',

ALSO
Blankets, Comforts,
Table Linen, Underwear, Gingham. Percale
In fact everything in
dry goods, shoes and
clothing at the New
Store of
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The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when

they want it.
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Telephone'your.Want Ads. to The Optic.

Phone D)aiti 2
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EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

Surplus

$50,000.00

D. T. H0SKIN5.

J. M.
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The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.
Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
success.

$100,000.00
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Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.
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habit

Capital Paid in

President
CUNNINGHAM,
PRANK SPRINOER, Vice President

TO

WILL DOLL BUILDING

SON

CMhlar

LAS

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

!

The Ideal Sanitary Dairy

Oi

It's So, It's So.

Before purchasing; elsewhere, call and get

How Do You Like Your Milk?

IE

.VI

SpecialSale
prices
Misses'

OPTICIAN

Y. M. C. A.

Its

home

ROBERT J. TAUPERT

Commencing Wednesday, November

15th, we are going to put on sale
every dresser and chffonier in this
big store at Strictly Wholesale Prices,
for Spot Cash Only. L - $7.90 for solid Oak $10 dresser.
$8.75 for solid Oak $11 dresser.
$10.65 for a solid Oak $15 dresser.
$14.85 for a solid Oak $19.50 dresser.
And so on right through the line of

A SMALL BEGINNING
is eagerly watched by the whole family because

everybody knows that from small beginnings
great achievements have arisen.

START A SAVINGS ACCOUNT
and you will be agreeably surprised at the progress you made toward the big figures. With a
bank book in one hand you can grasp an
with the other.

op-tuni- ty

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER
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INSTRUCTIONS

J5he Optic

COOKING
FI3H DI8H.

FOR

DELICIOUS

WANT

to Prepare and Serve Apples
Stuffed With Jam and Chopped
Almonds Syrup Improves
Flavor of Compound.
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and powdered cracker
rumbs; dot with bits of butter. It is
then ready for the oven. Then mince
a email onion and simmer in butter
antil a light brown. Pour over it a
pint of stock and let it boll about
ten minutes. Strain, then add a can
at mushrooms chopped fine. Thicken
rith a few cracker crumbs, season
fcrtth salt, pepper and anchovy paste.
By this time the fish will be nearly
Cone, remove from the oven, pour off
all fat, cover with the prepared sauce,
teturn to the oven, bake to a flnisjj
and serve.
Stuffed Apples. Select large juicy
apples of equal size (pippins are best),
pare and core them, leaving the apple
Whole.
Lay them In a mixture of
randy and lemon Juice until they
feave acquired the flavor. Then cook
them three parts done In a syrup of
sugar and water. Drain carefully and
bake a few minutes In a quick oven.
When done, but still hot, fill the cen-er- s
with pineapple jam or peach
with a few chopped almonds
dded. Cover each apple with a Jelly
reduced by boiling down the syrup
n which the apples were first cooked
with a very little more brandy. This
ayrup will give the apples a beautiful
glazed appearance. Arrange the apples on dessert dishes and serve with
whipped cream poured around them,
sir form apples In shape of dome and
cover with a meringue of beaten
whites of eggs, powdered sugar and
vanilla, sticking over the top sweet
almonds cut in lengths. Place in
oven until meringue is a delicate
brown.
peppci-

-

What Really Hurt.
"I had no intention," the returned
traveler said, "of cheating Uncle Sam
out of a single cent, and I honestly
thought I had declared everything I
brought back with me that was dutiable, but when the customs officera
overhauled my baggage at the dock
they found several trinkets I had forgotten."

"And they confiscated themt"

"Sure!"
"Tough, wasn't It?"
"O, I don't mind that. What ground
me the worst was that Just before I
went away on that trip I had taken,
lesa complete course of memory
sons."

mar-nalad- e

Good

Guess.

"I can see you standing alone before a crowd of people," said tha
trance medium.
"They are fighting
and struggling to be placed In your
care, and before you there gleams the
bright light of leadership that seema
to point ever onward."
"That's me all right," replied her
patron as he shoved out a quarter;
"I am a motorman."

Ethel Was "On."
Maud, who was sitting with her
young man on the piazza, called In to
Ethel in the parlor to play them some
thing.
Care of Bedrooms.
"What shall I play?" the latter callIn each room there are special
ed
back.
The
care.
for
special
pieces calling
"Oh, anything you can think of
bedstead needs cleaning weekly. Top,
'
bottom, back and front must be gone that's appropriate."
"Then I'll play something soft,"
over with a damp cloth, or perhaps a
ponge wet In benzine. If any trace said Ethel, seating herself at the
of the dmez is found use the best piano.
alcohol generously. This not only
kills those that are alive, but destroys
COMPLAINING.
t he eggs and cleans mattress and bed.
The nesting place must be examined
and treated. Picture moldings, back
nnd front, picture frame, woodwork,
tracks In walla and floors, loosened
paper must all he watched. Closets
should be cicimed systematically,
shelves and floors and cleats should
c washed.
All
discarded articles
l;ould be remov- d at once.
-

Salmon Cutlets.
Half a pound of boiled salmon, a
quarter of a pound of boiled potatoes,
two tablespoonfuls of butter, the yolk
of an egg, bread crumbs and seasoning.
Remove the skin and bone from the
salmon and chop it finely. Rub the potatoes through a sieve, melt the butter In a saucepan and stir in the
fish and potatoes over the fire until
thoroughly mixed; season with salt
and white pepper and bind with the
yolk of the egg. Turn out upon a
Slate to cool. When cold, shape into
small cutlets, dip in egg, roll In bread
crumbs, dip In egg again and fry in
hot fat. Serve very hot with a garnish of slices of lemon and parsley.
German Pickled Cucumber.
Wash and wipe small cucumbers,
pack in salt one hour, then drain and
wipe. Dry them and pack in
Cover with scalding vineJars.
h
gar, In which has been dissolved
teaspoon of cayenne pepper,
one-hal- f
teaspoon black pepper. Place
on top of the pickles a piece of horse
radish root the size of a
Add one tablespoon of mustard seed
f
to
gallon of pickles, a few
white button onions, sliced, on top,
and one teaspoon of white sugar. Place
bit of chamois over the sugar and
put on top.
half-gal-lo- n

one-fourt-

Cornbeef Salad.
Tender corned beef only should be
used. Cut into thin strips a pound of
brisket corned beef or use the canned
Put It into a salad bowl with a few
leaves of chicory, lettuce, cress or
celery stalks, half a pound of boiled
sweet or Irish potatoes or oyster plant,
tf In the house, a small quantity of
either carrot, beet or turnip, season
with a heaping teaspoon of horseradish and mat.li with mayonnaise dress-

REST AUKANT AND

CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

THE

BEST GOODS

OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

HANDLED

SOCIETY

AND

Ear marks
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DIRECTORY

A. F. A B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
Said animal being unknown to this CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2t
fourth Tuesday evening of each
comA.
M.
Regular
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
month nt O. R. C. hall.
Visiting
munication first and
befere Nov. 17, 1911, said date being 10
are
Invited.
Geo
brothers
cordially
in
each
third
Thursday
days after last appearance of this adH. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
brothmonth.
Visiting
said
will
be sold
vertisement,
estray
Condon, Secretary.
ers cordially invited.
by this Board for the benefit of the
ATEa FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
H.
Chas.
H.
W.
William
owner
M.;
when found.
Stapp,
TISEMENTS
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Monkey You say your appetite la
poor?
Elephant Very poor. I don't think
I've eaten a ton of food in two days.

Retribution.
He drank some wine for dinner
And seemed surpassing gay;
Alas for every sinner!
His head ached all next day.
A Reminder.
"My wife hasn't a bit of tact. I in
vited Slumpklns home to dinner the

other day that terribly bashful
low, you know and what do you
pose she put right before him?"
"What was it?"
"A dish of sheepshead fish."

fel-
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half-doll-

one-hal-

THE LOBBY
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Striped Bass Baked. After the fish
tuts been
orousthly cleaned, split in
fcajv-..- .
remove the bone, and lay the
ah in a v ell buttered pan skin down
Tl n sprinkle well with salt
fjraid.
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Sentiment.
Sneak Thief If yer so hard up, w'y
doncher pawn yer watch chain?
Second Story Man I don't like ter
It belonged ter me fambly!
Sneak Thief Fambly? Q'wan!
Second Story Man Straight,
I'm
givin' yer swiped it from me gran-popPuck.

Progress.

"Mr. Cleaver, how do you account for
the fact that I found a piece of rubber
tire in one of the sausages I bought

FOR

COMPOUND

Drug Co.

A COMMON COLD neglected may go
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STEER

slices
Fill baking
baker's bread, buttered and alternate
Gives It Away.
layers of fresh currants, stewed and
woman 1"
"What a
sweetened to taste. Have fruit on top.
"It would be so much better if she
Cover and hare tor half an hour in
moderate oven nerve with sugar and could be persuaded to use noiseless
oowder."
loud-looki-

Crystal Ice
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said estray
be
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Nov. 9, last pub. Nov. 20, 'II.

What makes a girl believe in the
brains of a man she loves Is for him
not to have any.
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Tablets do not sicken or gripe, and
may be taken with perfect safety by
the most delicate woman or the
youngest child. The old and feeble
will also find them a most suitable
remedy for aiding and strengthening
their weakened digestion and for regulating the bowels. For sale by all
druggists.
A girl who marries a man to reform him usually has to support his
children as well.

"I am pleased to recommend Chamberlain's Cough Remedy as the best
thng I know of and safest remedy for
coughs, colds and bronchial trouble,"
writes Mrs. L. B. Arnold of Denver,
Colo. "We have used it repeatedly
and It has never failed to give relief."
For sale by all druggists.

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!
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left
it,
America
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upon
formal
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approval
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m
passage ui iu uu.-le- t
ens annually are supposed to rank
defeat or a tie game counted ui.
ures of the plan which the National by the subsequent
of
HORSE SHOW
that it does
hut
LAST
flesh,
average,
provided
an
Pennsylvathrough
equal class upon
Yale, Harvard, Princeton,
commission will report to
even
Monetary
York's
New
is
possible,
17.
It
has
bone.
Nov.
a
crimson
not strike
New York,
sub-iac- t
the 15 games played the
nia, West Point, Annapolis, Cornel),
to Identify the nature of
show, congress this winter. Another
horse
he
annual
claims,
twenty-sevent- h
enthe
three.
almost
won exactly
Chicago and
that will receive the attention the garment through which the bullet
Jinxes, Michigan, teams have already been which is to open tomorrow, will have
There are other gridiron Cornell
run of
tire
convention will be the working has passed by a careful examination
of
the
for it
and
or tied, with most of the hard more than usual significance,
equally renowned. Penn
beaten
bank system of the marks on the lead.
Through
will be the last of these famous gath- of the postal savings
to ne uejuuu.
Mve clashed eighteen times.
supposed
games
the
effect
upon
general bankits
Garden. and
Cornell has
new erings in Madison Square
many of these campaigns
All of which shows that the
Subscribe for The Optic.
of
the
business
country.
no
in
But
if
for
team.
ing
with the A'- - For a sentimental reason,
looked to have the better
line
in
is
working
the big red game
the eighteen years of play

SPORTIVE

"JINX"

IS ALWAYS
THERE

team from Ithaca has obtained one
is
lone victory. Penn's percentage
.072.
abovi
Cornell's
.960
and
about
To beat Pennsylvania, Cornell must
come to Philadelphia with an eleven
better by 200 per cent, than her red
and blue rival.
Thn fate which pursues Harvard
In the wake
against Princeton trails
of Princeton grappling wltn xaie. it
has been eight years since tne user
drew blood from the Bulldogs nine.
Princeton had wonderful chances to
win in 1906, 1907, 1908 and 1910. But
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GERMAN-NULLE- D

FLOUR

the answer to
Problem.
every Bakirg
Firxer,-Whit- er

It's
arvd More Urviforrrv
Made by LARABEE S

Famous

66

A

GERMAN

ROGERS SILVERWARE
IN EVERY SACK.

COUPON

Gross, Kelly

De-cie-

Co.

.

Distributors

Ask Your Grocer for It

v.

nt

PROCESS.

National
Fabric
Best Rubber Collars and Cuffs
All Stylet.

la,

ALTMORE

-

--

-'

,

Back

Distributors

Back IK In

nine-tenth-

1-

Front

Front2!Un.

10-ya-

i-

Sizes

RANSLEY
Sizes 12 to 18 In

to IBM
I

IX In.
A In.

RETAIL PRICES

2400 lbs. of More, Eaeh Delivery
1,000 lbs. to 2,000 lbs. Each Delivery
200 Ibe. to 1,000 lb., Eaoh Delivery
Each Delivery
60 Ibe. to 200 I be
Leaa Than M Ibe., Each Delivery

...... Me per

10t lbs.

per

100 Ibe.

pr

100 lb
0o
40 per 100 Iba
60c per 100 Ibe.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Ice, the Purity
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Lao Vegas
Avenue.
Famous

Office

701

Douglao

t

T

LAS VEGAS DAILY

CIOHT

OmC.

NOVEMBER

FRIDAY,

See "the Court's Decree" at the
Imp Theater tonight and

New

LOCAL NEWS
BUY
Always gei the best at Nolette's
barber shop.

at the season for this favorite fruit will

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar.

close about December ist.

Gold fish at Murphey's drug store,
15c, 20c and 25c each.

FRESH TODAY

Schoonmaker it local agent
for the Northewestern Mutual Life Insurance company.
R.

California Head Lettuce

Gold fish and aquariums for sale at
Murphey's Drug Store.

California and Native Celery

California Cauliflower

comedy, "The
Cowboy," New Imp Theatre,
tonight and Sunday.
A

Soup Bunches

Parsnips and Carrots
Green Onions, Radishes
Cranberries

IKE DAVIS
Screened anil lump Raton CerrlHos

COAL AND WOOD
WHOLESALE AMD RETAIL
Coal, all sizes

Steam Coal

Yid-dish-

side-splittin-g

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

Virginia Sweet Potatoes

Anthracite

B.

Sawed Wood and Kindling

The Ladles' Guild have some of
that good home made mince meat on
sale. Phone your orders to Mrs. A.
A. Jones, Vegas 311.
It's as good as
ever.

0,

yym

CONDON

ESTABLISHED 1876

The

Bank

First National

ONLY

OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

Officer

Flo-res-

claims to have stabbed Delgado
He returned to
without the usual official

in
Harry Haskell, Las Vegas ticket
agent for the Santa Fe, has moved
to the Wells Fargo building where
he will live during the coming winter while Mrs. Haskell is in Califor
Rusticus, in his monthly letter to
nia.
The Optic, on the latest gossip in and
around Beulah, says the hunters of
The seniors of the Y. M. C. A. will that section went without
their usual
be the hosts to their friends at a re allotment of deer and 'but few were
ception this evening in the associa rewarded for their efforts. Game of
tion building. A fine program for the all kinds is
reported to be scarce. In
evening's fun has been arranged and a large measure, this is due to the
a good time has been provided for
prevalence of predatory animals. A
all.
number of colts are missing from the
ranches and it is suspected that these
Monday has been set as the occa have been the prey of some mountalh
slon of the meeting of the new board
lion. Real winter weather has visitof directors of the Commercial club
ed Beulah during the past month.
at which time it will elect the secreat
Up to date it is estimated that
tary and treasurer of the organization least 20 inches of snow has fallen,
for the coming year. Other important
and there still remains a large acbusiness will be brought before the cumulation
of snow In the higher
meeting and a full attendance is
mountains. Strong winds swept it
into the timber and 'hegutches to
a depth of many feet, but despite the
The Art Exhibit of Mrs. O.
fact thatr these winds are not pleasa prominent artist of Kansas
ant by depositing the snow they are
City, will be held tomorrow afternoon
of great good to the country. The
in the art department of the Las Veis not all over as the ingas Undertaking company from 1 to threshing
of
the weather has retardclemency
4 o'clock
inclusive. Mrs Goodner
ed the work to a great extent. Rushas a number of handsome oil clas
sics and a fine collection of water ticus says that Range Rider L. H.
Mosiman has been promoted to work
colors which will be on exhibition
on the southern part of the reserve
untime and the collection is
and Harry Vials will be put in charge
indoubtedly one of the best ever seen
of
the district left vacant by Mr.
in Las Vegas.
Mosiman.

Gold fish at Murphey's drug store,
16c, 20c and 25c each.

Chop

Bran

Your washwoman costs you $1,

Shorts

her dinner, your

SATURDAY

and all kinds of Grain, Hay
and Alfalfa at

Roller Mills

Las Vegas

Domingo Hays this morning
ap
plied at the court house for $2 as
bounty on a coyote killed by him recently near his home in Apache

Springs.

Money Saved
For You

FOR

for four pounds
cabbages at
are to be had for Sunday dinner. A
fresh shipment of tomatoes has been
received and they are selling at 15
cents a pound.
There are still some fine pumpkins
on the market and Hubbard squashes
are plentiful. Sweet potatoes are in
plenty.
The first of the Thanksgiving oranges will be received late this afternoon or the early part of next week.
Cine grocer stated that in all probability this shipment will be of last
year's crop, but as to that no one can
say. Those shipped to the far East
will be of the crop of 1910, but
whether Las Vegas will get the first
oranges of 1911 or the last of 1910
is not known.
Wealthy Pewaukee, Colorado Reds,
Johna- Strawberries,
ihan and Grimes' Golden apples are
on the market. Plenty of fresh cider
at 50 cents a gallon can now be had.
All of the grocers are selling fresh
Ibuckwheat flour and the hutchers
promise to do their duty and furnish
delicious sausage. All of the meat
markets have a plenty of the finest
fresh mince meat at two pounds for
25 cents. Ducks at 25 cents a pound,
chickens at 20 cents a pound, and rabbits at 20 cents each, besides tne reg
ular meats, are on the markets for
the housewives to choose from for
Sunday dinner.

1.78

a week.

We do

Gold fish
15c, 20c

Spring Chickens

Fresh Oysters
A complete

Here

are

some

of

our

low

prices:

Sheets, 4c; pillow
cases, 2c; towelB, lc; napkins,
lc; rags, lc. Call us up, or ask
the driver.

Something New

a nice assortment of cheese, viz:

. H.
PURE

Stearns

THING8 TO EAT

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Phone Main

81

617 Douglas

Prevents waste, avoids
use of kettles and pans and
eliminates drudgery in the
kitchen.
The only paper Cooking

NEUFCHATEL,
FROM AGE DE BRIE

and Baking Bag for the
American method of cookBag

FROMAGE DE CAMEMBERT

The Chrysanthemum Season
Will Soon Be Over

IMPORTED SWEITZER
MILWAUKEE

BRICK

LIMBERGER

ing.

Price 25 cents

EDAM

Make the most of them while they are here, for when
when they are gone there is nothing to take their place

ROQUEFORT

PINEAPPLE

also afresh lot of Dried Fruits, Buckwheat Flour
and Cider

507 Sixth

Strttt

For 4 Days

Nov. 15. 16. 17,

PERRY ONION & SON

Pbeae Htin 462

at

BOUCHER'S
(The Coffee Man.)

(SL

18

We will give you any
Boy's or Child's Suit or

Overcoat at
80 per cent of

8

its value.

This means all our new
Ederheimer Stein & Co.

Fall goods! f or boys and
children.

lasts 4 days only
M.

GREENBE RGER

For Eighteen Cents
you can'have atwenty candle
power lamp burn' forty hours
It's cheaper than oil lamps.
Then too, it's better service.
No odor No dirty hands No
chimneys to clean. Let us
tell you of the house wiring
on payments.

Las Vegas Light a.nd
Power Co.

JUST RECEIVED FROM
THE MILLS

Columbia Wool
Fibre Rugs
ON OUR RACK
READY TO BE SHOWN

9 ft. x 12 ft. Wool Fibre Rugs $10.00
9 ft. x 10 ft. 6 in. Wool Fibre Rugs $9.00
9 ft. x 9 ft. Wool Fibre Rugs $7.50
The Best Rugs Ever Sold at the Price

J. C. Johnsen & Son
"Complete Home Furnishers"

If it may be termed a science

The

Science of
Selling
B'arms

must

include a means of presenting the
proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers.

To reach this

class in the southwest use the

OPTIC

WANT COLUMNS

line of

Cooking Bags

AND OVERCOATS

SUITS

"Way-kuk- "

Vegetables and Fruits

Store

25c each.

the work better for less money.

Phone Main 131

JUST RECEIVED AT
The Qraaf & Hayward Co.

at Murphey's drug store,

Childrens

Boys and

starch,

soap,

blueing, coal costs 75c more,
this is

Mrs.
William
Mabouef passed
through Las Vegas this afternoon on
her way from Kansas City to the Pa-cric coast. Mrs. Mabouef is a friend
of Mrs. R. Friedman and Miss Emma
Cohn and has a number of other
friends in Las Vegas, who were at the
train to see her.

DISCOUNT
...ON...

mond-Whitcom- b

at-th-

Our Pride Flour

20

25 CENTS

POUND

Tri-ida- d

Pho

CHEER IIP! TURKEY

The meat men, however, advise
the
cooks to put in their orders for
of
the
McQerdy
Special
reColorado and Southern came in from Thanksgiving early to assure the
a
of
Cranberries,
good
turkey.
ceipt
on
Santa Fe train
For Sale Five room house with Trinidad last night,
even seen in the markets of
7 and returned to the Colorado the best
bath and five outbuildings. Three lots. No.
are selling at 15 cents a
this
city,
,
on train No. with Alberto
Everything in good condition. $1,300, city
and a number of vegetables for
quart
of
accused
waiter
the
assaulting
a sacrifice. Easy terms. Investigate.
time of the year are to be had
another man with intent to kill. Del- - this
835 Railroad avenue.
at the stores. Fresh wax beans, a.
whom
man
Flores
is
the
gado,
alleg 15 cents a
pound, celery at 25 cents
William Shilllnglaw, secretary of ed to have stabbed, is in a serious
for three bunches, and cauliflower at
the Business Men's association of Las condition. Blood poisoning is now 15 cents a
pound, besides an abundVegas, after an illness of ten days, is feared by the doctors in which case ance of
carrotss, beets and
turnips,
again able to be at his office in the his chance for recovery Is small. Flo-re- s
25 cents

Investment and Agency corporation.

riMm,

1911.

special train, running as the second section of No. 3, the Santa Fe
California Limited, bearing a large
party of tourists from the far east,
A
passed through Las Vegas this morn9
o'clock.
tour
after
The
ing shortly
is run under the direction of the Ray- company of New York THANKSGIVING BIRDS ARRIVE ON
MARKET 'ND ARE FIVE CENT8
City and the party, filling a train of
LOWER THAN LAST YEAR.
seven oars, is making the trip from
New York and Boston to the Pacific
Turkeys, plenty of them are the
coast.
htadlinerg on the market list for toContrary to the expectaTraveling in a Halladay touring car morrow.
butchers of Las Vegas,
of
the
tions
from their home in Minneapolis,
a
Minn., across country to the Pacific the Thanksgiving birds arrived
sellare
and
set
date
week
the
before
coast, L. A. Dow, D. E. Dow, and
John Larson arrived in Las Vegas ing at a price five cents below the
last night and left this morning for highest figures of last year ana three
Twenty-fiv- e
Santa Fe. The party reported the cents below the lowest.
at
the opena
is
cents
the
pound
price
roads between Las Vegas and Raton
of the season, and although these
ing
in fine condition and they are enthu
birds are said to be scarce this year,
siastic over the roads and scenery
the price and the time of their arrival
in the southwest. The party is mai
disproves the statement. Three cent
ing the trip at a leisurely pace and a pound on a big turkey amounts up
taking side trips to all places of in- and the unexpected drop is indeed
terest in this section.
welcome.
A

California Grapes

17,

Gold fish and aquarium
Murphey's Drug Store.

for sale at

NOTICE

TO

TAX

PAYERS

The first half of your taxes of A.
D. 1911, will become
delinquent on
"Love is Best," a story wittt a mo- December
1st, 1911, and if not paid
ral that appeals to all.
New Imp before
January 1st, 1912, a penalty
Theatre tonight and Saturday.
of five per cent will be imposed.
The second half of taxes of A. D.
A beautiful handpairited calendar
will become delinquent on June
will be given with every job of clean- 1911,
1912 and if not paid before July
1st,
ing and pressing, amounting to $1.50
1st, 1912, a penalty of five per cent
or over. Parisian Dry Cleaners.
will be imposed on all taxes of that
A number of needed repairs are be- year that may be delinquent on July
1, 1913.
ing made on the property of St. Paul's
Immediately after taxes become
Memorial Episcopal church. A new
roof Is being placed on the chapel and delinquent, penalties will be imposed
the walls of its interior are to be rer and publication as delinquent made
plastered and decorated. The gutter- and consequent sale, as required by
ing around the church is being re- law.
Dated at Las Vegas, N. M., Novempaired and the walls of the church
ber 14. 1911.
will be redecorated.
EUGENIO

ROMERO,

The zenith of the ladder of fame Treasurer and Collector, San Miguel
must be a lonesome place "absoCounty, N. M.
Nov. 15 to 30 inc.
lutely alone at the top."

